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Abstract: W-Cr-Y smart alloys are potential material candidates for plasma facing components due to1

their protective behaviour during the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), while maintaining beneficial2

properties of W during the normal operation of the fusion power plant. During plasma exposure the3

lighter alloying elements are preferentially sputtered at the surface, but in case of a LOCA the plasma4

quenches and sputtering stops and diffusion of the alloying elements to the surface becomes intensive.5

The diffusion of Cr to the surface due to alloying elements (Y, Ti) yields a protective oxide layer6

stopping the sublimation of WO3. The phase stability and short-range ordering of ternary alloys in7

W-Cr-Y(Ti) systems has been investigated, using combination of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and8

Cluster Expansion (CE) methods with Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. It has been found out from the9

DFT calculations, that all pairs in the W-Cr-Y system have positive values of the enthalpy of mixing,10

while most of the Cr-Ti and Ti-W binary structures have negative enthalpies of mixing. The shift in11

the short-range order as a function of temperature between Cr and W has been predicted as a result12

of Y addition in W-Cr-Y alloys compared to W70Cr30, by around 400 K towards lower temperatures.13

A strong tendency towards clustering of Y has been observed even at elevated temperatures (1800 K).14

The decrease of the order-disorder transition temperature (ODTT) as a result of the Y addition has15

been observed, while the addition of Ti has not shown any significant changes in the ordering of16

W-Cr-Ti alloys compared to W-Cr alloy. Our MC simulations showed that for the W70Cr29Y1 alloy17

the enthalpy of mixing (Hmix) value is positive in the whole analysed temperature range. Free18

energy of mixing above 1000 K has been calculated from the first nearest neighbours approximation19

for W70Cr29Y1 and W70Cr29Ti1 alloys. The results of the present investigations provide an insight20

enabling for optimizing chemical composition of materials for future plasma facing components.21

Keywords: Smart Alloys, Short-Range Order, Plasma-Facing-Materials, W alloys, Cluster Expansion22

1. Introduction23

Plasma-Facing-Materials (PFM) for the first wall of future fusion power plants are required24

to possess extraordinary properties while being able to withstand very high temperatures and25

radiation damage. High melting point, low erosion yield from plasma particles, low tritium retention,26

resistance towards neutron irradiation, stability during failure/abnormal event are examples of27
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required properties for potential candidates for fusion DEMO device [1,2]. Currently, tungsten (W)28

is the leading PFM contender, but its advantages are coupled with brittle failure regimes due to low29

fracture toughness, which restrict the temperature range at which it could be operating, while also30

creating several fabrication difficulties. To challenge those obstacles, numerous strategies such as31

different alloying elements or nanostructure engineered W are being investigated. Binary W-based32

alloys have been thoroughly investigated with some of them showing deterioration of the mechanical33

properties whereas for other transmutation induced precipitations were observed under neutron34

irradiation [3]. Further development of new W-based alloys for PFM is then required to enable the use35

of fusion energy in future power plants [4].36

While the neutron-induced embrittlement and the intrinsic brittleness of W are vital points of37

research, the safety of the future fusion power plant in case of an accident is another field that should38

be taken into consideration. The accident scenario involves a total loss of active cooling, referred to39

as loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA), and simultaneous air ingress into the vacuum vessel. Due to the40

nuclear decay heat of the walls the temperature above 1200 K will be reached within three days and41

remain at those levels for several weeks. Increased temperature and conditions inside the reactor42

would cause the formation of the volatile WO3 and the release of radioactive W to the environment.43

The expected activity of W at the first wall after 5 full power years is 8.74E14 Bq/kg [5]. The passive44

mitigation of those consequences during the LOCA is crucial and major task towards increased the45

safety of future fusion power plants.46

Smart alloys are potential candidates for plasma facing materials components due to their47

protective behaviour during the LOCA, while maintaining beneficial properties of W during the48

normal operation of the fusion power plant. During plasma exposure the lighter alloying elements are49

sputtered at the surface and as a result there is an almost pure W layer and a concentration gradient50

in the alloying elements, which causes diffusion of the alloying elements to the surface. Alloying51

elements are then sputtered again and equilibrium state is reached with a depletion zone of few52

tens of nanometres. In case of a LOCA the plasma quenches, sputtering stops and diffusion of the53

alloying elements to the surface becomes intensive because of the onset of intensive oxidation. The54

diffusion of Cr to the surface due to alloying elements (Y, Ti) yields a protective oxide layer stopping55

the sublimation of WO3 [6–9].56

Recently a progress has been made in the development and physics understanding of oxidation57

resistant W-based smart alloys with the addition of Cr as main alloying element to form a protective58

oxide layer, and Y in concentrations around 1 at.% to support the protective Cr2O3 formation and59

stability [10–13]. Samples in the form of thin films have been deposited using the magnetron sputtering.60

Measurements proved the feasibility of concept behind W-based smart alloys, as the oxide layers were61

primary observed to be growing at the surface which decreases the risk of spallation due to volume62

expansion. It has been also found out, that internal oxides remain immobile and oxygen that passes63

without reacting, diffuses into the alloy forming internal oxides. Experimental study suggested that the64

concentration of Y of more than 1.5 at.% destabilizes the protective oxide layer and causes breakaway65

oxidation. There has been a layer of Y observed at the grain boundaries which reduced the oxidation66

rate by decreasing the diffusion of O and Cr. In that study it has also been concluded that Y appeared67

to be stabilizing the Cr-W phase as an effect of grain boundary pinning by nano-particles as well as by68

the increased solubility of Cr in W originating from the change in the configurational entropy of the69

system.70

Before describing the model that will be used to study the behaviour of ternary W-based alloys, it71

is useful to consider the relative nuclear response of W and the 3 alloying elements being considered72

here. Figure 1 shows the predicted evolution in composition of the four different pure elements as73

if they were exposed to a 2-year continuous (full-power) irradiation under the conditions expected74

for the first wall of a typical fusion reactor. Here, the neutron flux and spectrum has been taken75

from predictions in the equatorial outboard first wall of a recent conceptual design for a European76

demonstration fusion power plant (DEMO, see [14]). 2 years of continuous full power operation is77
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representative of the overall exposure expected for first wall components in DEMO (which will have78

pulsed operational campaigns of roughly 5 years between maintenance periods) [15,16]. The inventory79

code FISPACT-II [17] was used to predict change in composition due to the transmutation, which80

is shown in the plots by the growth in concentration (defined in units of atomic parts per million81

or appm) of elements different from the original element (i.e. not W,Cr,Ti, or Y, which are shown as82

the nearly constant horizontal lines at 1e6 appm in each graph). FISPACT-II, using the latest TENDL83

nuclear data libraries [18], can also evolve compositions after irradiation during decay cooling and84

subsequently derive the total activity of the material at each time based on the half-lives of the decaying85

radionuclides in the composition. Figure 2 shows the results of this activity evolution, measured in86

Becquerels per kg of each element, for 1000 years after the end of the 2-year exposure.87

Figure 1 demonstrates that W suffers the most severe transmutation, potentially growing several88

atomic % (1e4 appm equates to 1 atomic %) of transmutant elements during exposure. The alloying89

elements Ti, Cr, Y show at least an order of magnitude lower transmutation rates. Similarly, the90

activation results (figure 2) show that W produces the highest long-term activity, potentially only just91

reaching the UK’s limit for low-level waste (LLW) [19] 100 years after the end of reactor exposure92

and having a significant long-term residual activity caused by long-lived states of 186Re (186mRe has93

a half-life, T1/2 of 2× 105 years). However, at intermediate timescales, ranging from 50 to just over94

100 years of decay, pure Y has slightly higher activity than W, Cr, or Fe, with the drop to low-activity95

delayed by the combined presence of 85Kr (T1/2 = 10.8 years) and 90Sr (28.8 years) radioisotopes [20].96

In the present case, it takes several decades longer for Y to reach the LLW limit than W, even though97

it is eventually (beyond 200 years) much less active. Thus high concentrations of this element could98

produce a delay in disposal (or recycling) of a W-alloy. Ti and Cr decay to activities below the LLW limit99

at least as quickly as W in this simulation (representing one of the most severe exposure conditions in100

DEMO), and so their use in a W-alloy is unlikely to cause any long-term waste issues in comparison to101

pure W.102
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Figure 1. Transmutation (burn-up) response of W, Ti, Cr and Y under a typical fusion first wall
irradiation exposure.
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Figure 2. Radiological response represented by total activity in Bq/kg of W, Ti, Cr and Y during decay
cooling following a two full power year exposure under typical fusion first wall conditions.

2. Computational methodology103

2.1. DFT Computational details104

DFT calculations were performed using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method105

implemented in VASP [21–24]. Exchange and correlation were treated in the generalized gradient106

approximation GGA-PBE [25]. To accelerate DFT calculations, we used PAW potentials without107

semi-core p electron contribution. The results of DFT calculations with and without semi-core108

p electron contributions did not differ [26]. Since the difference between enthalpies of mixing of109

anti-ferromagnetic and non-magnetic Cr-rich structures was small, the magnetism was not considered110

in this study. Total energies were calculated using the Monkhorst-Pack mesh [27] of k points in the111

Brillouin zone, with k-mesh spacing of 0.2 Å−1. This corresponds to 14x14x14 k-point meshes for a112

two-atom bcc cubic. After initial analysis, the plane-wave cutoff energy used in the calculations was113

set to 400 eV. The total energy convergence criterion was set to 10−6 eV/cell, and force components114

were relaxed to 10−3 eV/Å.115

2.2. Cluster Expansion formalism116

In our study, we use the enthalpy of mixing to determine the stability of the system. We employ117

an approach similar to the approach already described for ternary alloys [28]. We define the enthalpy118

of mixing obtained in DFT calculations of a K-component bcc alloy as a:119

∆Hbcc
mix(~σ) = Ebcc

tot (~σ)−
K

∑
p=1

cpEbcc
tot (p) (1)

where Ebcc
tot (~σ) is a total energy per atom of the considered alloy in a bcc structure represented by a120

vector of configurational variables σ, cp are the average concentrations of each component, and Ebcc
tot (p)121

are the total energies of pure elements in a bcc structure. The enthalpy of formation is calculated as the122
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energy of the structure with respect to the energies of pure element ground states, namely bcc Cr, Y123

and W.124

The enthalpy of mixing of an alloy can also be calculated using the Cluster Expansion method [29–125

33]:126

∆Hbcc
mixCE(~σ) = ∑

ω

mω Jω〈Γω′(~σ)〉ω, (2)

where summation is performed over all clusters ω that are distinct under group symmetry127

operations applied to a bcc lattice, mω are multiplicity factors showing the number of clusters128

equivalent to ω by symmetry, Jω are the concentration-independent effective cluster interactions129

(ECIs), derived from a set of DFT calculations using the structure inversion method, and 〈Γω , (−→σ )〉 are130

the average correlation functions defined as a product of point functions of occupation variables on a131

specific cluster ω averaged over all the clusters ω′ that are equivalent by symmetry to cluster ω [34].132

Since clusters are defined by their size (a number of lattice points) and the relative positions of points,133

for clarity, each cluster ω is described by two parameters: |ω| and n, which refer to the cluster size134

and the label describing the considered cluster (see Table 1), respectively. In a K-component system, a135

cluster function is defined as a product of orthogonal point functions γji ,K(σi):136

Γ(s)
ω,n(~ω) = γj1K(σ1)γj2K(σ2) · · · γj|ω|K(σ|ω|) (3)

where (s) = (j1, j2...j|ω|) is the decoration of the cluster by point functions (see Table 1). The137

number of possible decorations of clusters by nonzero point functions is a permutation with repetitions138

equal to (K − 1)|ω|. Decorations for K = 3 case are being further discussed in the manuscript after139

Eq. 7. The point functions for a K-component system are defined following [35]:140

γj,K(σi) =


1 if j = 0 ,

− cos
(

2πd j
2e

σi
K

)
if j > 0 and odd,

− sin
(

2πd j
2e

σi
K

)
if j > 0 and even,

(4)

where σi = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., K − 1) is the index of point functions and d j
2e denotes an operation,141

where we take the integer plus one value of non-integer value. The 2- and 3-body cluster correlation142

functions derived from the pair probabilities, are as follows:143

〈Γ(s)
2,n〉 = 〈Γ

ij
2,n〉 =

K

∑
a=1

K

∑
b=1

γi(σa)γj(σb)yab
n (5)

where yab
n is the pair probability (|ω| = 2) of finding two atoms a, b in the corresponding shell,144

denoted by label n.145

〈Γ(s)
3,n〉 = 〈Γ

ijk
3,n〉 =

K

∑
a=1

K

∑
b=1

K

∑
c=1

γi(σa)γj(σb)γk(σc)yabc
n (6)

where yabc
n is the probability of finding 3 atoms a, b and c (|ω| = 3) in the corresponding shell,146

denoted by label n.147

In our study, we have developed the CE Hamiltonian (following explanations for eqs. 2-3) for the148

ternary bcc Cr-W-Y system (thus K = 3), and all the binary bcc subsystems. The enthalpy of mixing for149

those structures using five smallest 2-body and three smallest 3-body clusters can be written as:150
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a)

b)

Figure 3. Effective cluster interactions obtained from Cluster Expansion model for a) pairs with up to
fifth nearest neighbour and b) three smallest 3-body clusters.

∆Hmix(~σ) = ∑
ω,n,s

J(s)|ω|,nm(s)
|ω|,n〈Γ

(s)
|ω|,n(~σ)〉 =

= J(0)1,1

〈
Γ(0)

1,1

〉
+ ∑

s
J(s)1,1

〈
Γ(s)

1,1

〉
+

+
5
∑

n=1
∑
s

m(s)
2,n J(s)2,n

〈
Γ(s)

2,n

〉
+

+
3
∑

n=1
∑
s

m(s)
3,n J(s)3,n

〈
Γ(s)

3,n

〉
,

(7)

It should be noted that a summation over all possible decorations of clusters s in Eq. 7 is different151

for point, pair and 3-body clusters. In a three-component (K = 3) system, besides the zero-point152

function (first term in the second line of Eq. 7), there are 2 non-zero point functions (second term in the153

second line), which means that there are 2 possible decorations of the point cluster. The cluster of two154

sites (|ω| = 2) can be decorated in (K− 1)|ω| = (3− 1)2 = 4 ways, namely (s) = (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1) and155

(2, 2). Due to symmetry reasons (1, 2) = (2, 1), thus there are 3 required effective cluster interactions156

to describe the interactions in each 2-body cluster in ternary system (third line in Eq. 7). In a similar157

way, the number of required effective cluster interactions goes up to 6 for 3-body clusters (fourth line158

in Eq. 7).159

Thirty three ECIs for a 3-component Cr-Y-W system obtained with the CE mapping are given in160

Figure 3. Fifteen 2-body and eighteen 3-body interaction parameters were derived (pairs with up to161

fifth nearest neighbour and three smallest 3-body clusters were used). Numbers 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12 and162

13-15 in Figure 3a denote pairs with 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th nearest neighbours respectively. Numbers163

1-6, 7-12 and 13-18 in Figure 3b denote three smallest 3-body clusters. The strongest interactions have164

been observed between pairs with 1st and 2nd nearest neighbours, but strong interaction between165

pairs with 5th nearest neighbours has also been noted. Effective cluster interactions for Cr-W-Y system166

together with the description of considered clusters are given in Table 1.167

Mapping DFT energies to CE was performed using the ATAT package [35]. Initial values of168

effective cluster interactions, derived by mapping to cluster expansion the DFT energies, provided a169

starting point for further refinement of the CE parameters, which was performed by generating new170
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Table 1. Effective cluster interactions for Cr-W-Y system. |ω|, n, (s), m(s)
|ω|,n and J(s)|ω|,n denote the cluster

size, label, decoration of the cluster, multiplicity, and concentration-independent effective cluster
interactions in meV, respectively.

|ω| n (s) Coordinates m(s)
|ω|,n J(s)|ω|,n

1 1 (0) (0,0,0) 1 538.452
(1) 1 257.288
(2) 1 211.843

2 1 (1,1) (0, 0, 0; 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) 4 -58.172

(1,2) 8 -70.914
(2,2) 4 -50.004

2 2 (1,1) (0,0,0; 1,0,0) 3 -32.089
(1,2) 6 -59.610
(2,2) 3 -154.668

2 3 (1,1) (0,0,0; 1,0,1) 6 3.656
(1,2) 12 0.321
(2,2) 6 -19.614

2 4 (1,1) (0,0,0; 1 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) 12 -5.678

(1,2) 24 -7.450
(2,2) 12 -27.653

2 5 (1,1) (0,0,0; 1,1,1) 4 10.940
(1,2) 8 32.636
(2,2) 4 72.744

3 1 (1,1,1) (1,0,0; 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ; 1,1,1) 12 -3.971

(2,1,1) 24 -1.483
(1,2,1) 12 -5.822
(2,2,1) 24 0.522
(2,1,2) 12 16.694
(2,2,2) 12 27.950

3 2 (1,1,1) ( 1
2 ,- 1

2 ,- 1
2 ; 0,0,0; - 1

2 ,- 1
2 , 1

2 ) 12 3.509
(2,1,1) 24 -3.726
(1,2,1) 12 8.773
(2,2,1) 24 -2.666
(2,1,2) 12 -8.127
(2,2,2) 12 -9.910

3 3 (1,1,1) 12 -4.250
(2,1,1) 24 -2.652
(1,2,1) 12 -1.870
(2,2,1) 24 2.550
(2,1,2) 12 -2.719
(2,2,2) 12 4.426
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structures. The resulting database for binary and ternary alloys consisted of 521 structures (3 pure171

elements, 431 binary and 87 ternary structures). The value of cross-validation error between DFT and172

CE formation enthalpies achieved during simulations was 15.8 meV/atom, proving that the final set of173

effective cluster interactions describes interatomic interactions in Cr-W-Y system accurately.174

2.3. Chemical Short-Range Order Parameters175

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out using a cell containing 2000 atoms in the form of176

10x10x10 bcc unit cells. For each composition, simulations started from a disordered high-temperature177

state at 3000 K. The alloy was then quenched down to 100 K with a temperature step of ∆T = 100 K,178

with 2000 MC steps per atom at both thermalization and accumulation stages. In our study, we are179

using the Warren-Cowley Short-Range Order (SRO) parameters, which can be obtained from the pair180

probabilities as follows [36,37]:181

α
ij
n = 1− yij

n
cicj

(8)

where i and j are n-th nearest neighbour atoms, ci and cj the concentrations of atoms i and j, respectively.182

The yij
n values can be obtained by the matrix inversion from Eq. 5 following Ref. [38]. The SRO183

parameters can be calculated from the point and pair correlation functions. Point correlation functions184

are related to concentrations and do not change whereas pair correlation functions are averaged at185

each temperature over 2000 MC steps at the accumulation stage. Analytical formulas have been given186

in Ref. [39]. The expression to calculate the average SRO parameter for a bcc lattice for first and second187

nearest neighbours is [40]:188

α
ij
avg =

8α
ij
1 + 6α

ij
2

14
(9)

where α
ij
1 and α

ij
2 are the first and second nearest neighbours SRO parameters, respectively. SRO189

parameter values close to 0 indicate the presence of the fully disordered solid solution, positive values190

suggest the possibility of atomic segregation while negative values highlight the possibility of atomic191

ordering.192

The configurational entropy contribution to the free energy of mixing has been computed using193

the pair probabilities from first nearest neighbours [41]:194

Scon f = +7 ∑
s

y(s)1,1[~σ]log[y(s)1,1[~σ]]− 4 ∑
s

y(s)2,1[~σ]log[y(s)2,1[~σ]] (10)

The entropy of mixing (Smix), which indicates the effect of short-range ordering in reference to a195

random configuration, has been computed as:196

Smix = Srand − Scon f (11)

where Srand is the entropy of a random configuration and is calculated using [28]:197

Srand = −kB ∑
i

ciln(ci) (12)

From Eqs. 10-12, we can then calculate the free energy of mixing from the analytical expression:198

Fmix = Hmix − TSmix (13)
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a) b)

c)

Figure 4. Enthalpies of mixing of bcc binary structures for a) Cr-W, b) Cr-Y and c) Y-W systems.

3. Phase stability of derivative Cr-W-Y alloys199

3.1. Phase stability at 0 K200

Enthalpies of mixing were calculated using DFT and CE methods for all 521 bcc structures in the201

obtained Cr-W-Y system database. The CE mapping was done for the whole 3-component system at202

once, not separately for each of the three subsystems. Enthalpies of mixing for all binary structures in203

the database were analysed in order to determine the nature of the interactions between atoms in all204

possible binary configurations. Enthalpy of mixing values close to 0 eV/atom indicate the possibility205

of solid solution creation, negative values indicate a tendency to forming intermetallic phases, while206

positive enthalpy of mixing values indicate the tendency towards atoms segregation. Enthalpy of207

mixing results for all binary alloys in Cr-W-Y systems are given in Figure 4. It has been observed208

that all structures in 3 binary systems in Cr-W-Y ternary system had positive enthalpies of mixing,209

with values for binary Cr-Y and Y-W systems reaching almost 1 eV/atom while being significantly210

higher than those for binary Cr-W (values up to 117 meV/atom). For all three binary systems, the211

most positive values of enthalpy of mixing are observed for structures with equal compositions of both212

elements.213

3.2. Finite temperature phase stability and order-disorder transition temperatures of Cr-W-Y Smart Alloys214

In Figure 5 the enthalpy of mixing as a function of temperature for W70Cr30, equiatomic WCrY and215

derivative W70Cr(30−x)Yx, for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys is given. The lowest enthalpy of mixing values216

in the whole temperature range have been observed for W70Cr30 alloy, with values close to 0 meV/atom217

at 100 K, up to 63 meV/atom at 3000 K. It has been observed that even slight addition of yttrium218

(0.5 at.%) results in the significant increase of the enthalpy of mixing values in the whole temperature219

range. The W70Cr29.5Y0.5 alloy has around 30 meV/atom higher enthalpy of mixing values than the220

W70Cr30 alloy. Further additions of Y up to 2 at.% did not result in significant enthalpy of mixing221

changes, with its values increasing by around 1 meV/atom per 0.5 at.% additional Y concentration.222

We define the ODTT temperature as the temperature at which the alloy starts to become a fully223

disordered solid solution. In the present study it is calculated for each composition as the highest224

temperature at which the inflection point on the enthalpy of mixing as a function of temperature plot225

is present. It can also be calculated analysing the short-range order as a function of temperature. We226
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Figure 5. Enthalpy of mixing as a function of temperature for W70Cr30, equiatomic WCrY and
derivative W70Cr(30−x)Yx, for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys.

have found the inflection points of the enthalpy of mixing to be the same as those observed on SRO227

plots. In order to find the optimal composition with the lowest ODTT we analysed the influence of228

single elements as well as pairs of elements on the ODTT.229

In Table 2 the order-disorder transition temperatures are given for equiatomic composition and230

several derivative alloy compositions considered in the Cr-Y-W system. alloys found in the Cr-Y-W231

system. The lowest ODTT have been observed for equiatomic alloy, 1100 K for WCrY. The W70Cr30232

alloy, which serves as a baseline for understanding the influence of the additions of Y, has shown233

1700 K ODTT. 0.5-2 at.% addition of Y has lowered the ODTT to 1300 K for W70Cr29.5Y0.5, W70Cr29Y1,234

W70Cr28.5Y1.5 and W70Cr28Y2 alloys, respectively.235

Table 2. Order-disorder transition temperatures for alloys in Cr-W-Y system.

Alloy ODTT[K]
W70Cr30 1700
WCrY 1100
W70Cr29.5Y0.5 1300
W70Cr29Y1 1300
W70Cr28.5Y1.5 1300
W70Cr28Y2 1300

3.3. Short-range ordering in derivative Cr-W-Y alloys236

The Warren-Cowley SRO parameter was used to determine the derivation from random237

configuration toward ordering/segregation. The average SRO parameters were calculated using238

Eq. 9 for first and second nearest neighbours.239

In Figure 6 the average short-range order parameters for W70Cr30, equiatomic WCrY,240

W70Cr29.5Y0.5, W70Cr29Y1, W70Cr28.5Y1.5 and W70Cr28Y2 alloys are given. It has been observed that241

for all five alloys containing Y, the SRO parameter values for the Cr-W pair are coming close 0 above242

1500 K, while being positive below that temperature. The most positive SRO parameter values have243
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 6. Average short-range order parameters for ternary a) W70Cr30, b) W70Cr29.5Y0.5, c) W70Cr29Y1,
d) W70Cr28.5Y1.5, e) W70Cr28Y2 and f) WCrY alloys.

been observed for the Cr-Y pair. By comparing Figures 6b-e to Figure 6a, we have concluded that even244

small addition of Y (0.5 at.%) resulted in lowering the order-disorder transition temperature for the245

Cr-W pair from 1700 K for W70Cr30 to 1300 K for alloys containing 0.5-2 at.% of yttrium. We have not246

observed any significant differences in SRO parameters below 2500 K between four alloys presented247

in Figures 6b-e. In the equiatomic Cr-W-Y alloy (Figure 6f) both Cr-Y and Y-W pairs have shown248

very strong positive SRO parameter values even at high temperatures, indicating strong segregation249

between atoms in those pairs.250

In Figure 7 image structures for the derivative W70Cr30, W70Cr29.5Y0.5, W70Cr29Y1, W70Cr28.5Y1.5251

and W70Cr28Y2 alloys at three different temperatures (1000 K, 1400 K and 1800 K) are given. Very252

strong tendency towards clustering has been observed for Y atoms at 1000 K and 1400 K for all alloys253

containing Y (Figures 7a,d,g,j,m and Figures 7b,e,h,k,n). It has been noted, that at 1800 K for the254

W70Cr29.5Y0.5 alloy, which contains the least amount of Y, there was no clustering of yttrium observed255

anymore. Based on the Figure 7 we concluded, that 1 at.% is the minimum concentration of Y required256

to observe the clustering at 1800 K (Figure 7i). In Figures 7a,b,c image structures for W70Cr30 alloy are257

given at 1000 K, 1400 K and 1800 K, respectively. It has been observed that there is a strong segregation258

between Cr and W atoms even at 1400 K, while in alloys containing Y there has been no segregation259

between Cr and W atoms observed. This is in agreement with with ODTT presented in Table 2, where260

it has been shown that the presence of Y in Cr-W alloys decreases the ODTT.261

In Figure 8 the average SRO parameter values for Cr-W pair in W70Cr30, W70Cr29.5Y0.5, W70Cr29Y1,262

W70Cr28.5Y1.5 and W70Cr28Y2 alloys have been given. It has been observed that the addition of Y, even263

in very small concentration (0.5 at.%) had significant influence on the ordering of Cr-W pair. There has264

been observed a shift on the average SRO plot by around 400 K, resulting in lower ODTT for alloys265

with addition of Y (1300 K) compared to the W70Cr30 alloy (1700 K). These results are in agreement266

with ODTT derived from the enthalpies of mixing in Figure 5 and presented in Table 2. We have not267

observed any significant influence of continual increase of the Y concentration by 0.5 at.% up to 2 at.%268

on the Cr-W average SRO, compared to the alloy with 0.5 at.% yttrium.269
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j) k) l)

m) n) o)

Figure 7. Structure images obtained from MC for a,b,c) W70Cr30, d,e,f) W70Cr29.5Y0.5, g,h,i) W70Cr29Y1,
j,k,l) W70Cr28.5Y1.5, m,n,o) W70Cr28Y2 alloys at 1000 K (left column), 1400 K (middle column) and
1800 K (right column).
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Figure 8. Cr-W average SRO comparison between W70Cr30 and derivative W70Cr(30−x)Yx, for x =

(0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys.

3.4. Free energy of mixing of derivative Cr-W-Y alloys.270

In Figure 9 the free energy of mixing, entropy and enthalpy of mixing has been given for271

W70Cr29Y1 alloy. Entropy contribution to the Fmix has been calculated using the 1st nearest neighbours272

approximation (1NN). Positive value of the free energy of mixing has been observed in the whole273

temperature range with values close to 0 at 1000 K to over 70 meV/atom at 3000 K.274

Figure 9. Free energy calculations from 1NN approximation for W70Cr29Y1 alloy.

4. Phase stability of derivative Cr-Ti-W alloys275

4.1. Phase stability at 0 K276

Enthalpies of mixing were calculated by DFT and CE methods using our previously created model277

for quinary Cr-Ta-Ti-V-W system [26]. The CE mapping was done for the whole 5-component system278
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a) b)

c)

Figure 10. Enthalpies of mixing of bcc binary structures for a) Cr-Ti, b) Cr-W and c) Ti-W systems.

at once, not separately for each of the subsystems. Enthalpies of mixing for all binary structures in279

the database were analysed in order to determine the nature of the interactions between atoms in all280

possible binary configurations in ternary Cr-Ti-W system. The Cr-Ti binary system presents structures281

with both negative and positive values of enthalpies of mixing in the whole concentration range. The282

highest observed values were up to 50 meV/atom, while the lowest one (-67 meV/atom) was observed283

for the Cr2Ti7 structure. Almost all Cr-W structures had positive enthalpy of mixing, with highest up284

to 130 meV/atom. All but one structure found for the Ti-W system had negative enthalpy of mixing,285

with values as low as -117 meV/atom for the TiW4 structure.286

4.2. Finite temperature phase stability and order-disorder transition temperatures of Cr-Ti-W alloys287

In Figure 11 the enthalpy of mixing as a function of temperature for W70Cr30, equiatomic WCrTi288

and derivative W70Cr(30−x)Tix, for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys is given. The lowest enthalpy of mixing in289

the whole temperature range has been observed for the equiatomic WCrTi alloy, with -69 meV/atom290

at 100 K up to -9 meV/atom at 3000 K. The highest enthalpy of mixing possess the W70Cr30 alloy, with291

4 meV/atom at low temperatures, up to 66 meV/atom at 3000 K. By replacing 0.5 at.% of Cr with Ti,292

the enthalpy of mixing slightly decreased by around 2 meV/atom in the whole temperature range.293

Further addition of Ti in the place of Cr (up to 2 at.%) results in the same trend with the enthalpy of294

mixing decreasing by around 2 meV/atom for every 0.5 at.% of Ti added.295

In Table 3 the order-disorder transition temperatures are given for several equiatomic and296

derivative alloys found in the Cr-Ti-W system. The lowest ODTT have been observed for equiatomic297

alloy, namely 900 K for WCrTi. The W70Cr30 alloy, which serves as a baseline for understanding the298

influence of the additions of Ti and Y, has shown 1700 K ODTT. The addition of Ti has not shown any299

influence on the ODTT.300

Table 3. Order-disorder transition temperatures for alloys in Cr-Ti-W system.

Alloy ODTT[K]
W70Cr30 1700
WCrTi 900
W70Cr29.5Ti0.5 1700
W70Cr29Ti1 1700
W70Cr28.5Ti1.5 1700
W70Cr28Ti2 1700
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Figure 11. Enthalpy of mixing as a function of temperature for W70Cr30, equiatomic WCrTi and
derivative W70Cr(30−x)Tix, for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys.

4.3. Short-range ordering in derivative Cr-Ti-W alloys301

In Figure 12 the average short-range order parameters for ternary W70Cr29.5Ti0.5, W70Cr29Ti1,302

W70Cr28.5Ti1.5, W70Cr28Ti2 and equiatomic WCrTi alloys are given. Negative values of the SRO303

parameter have been observed for Ti-W pair below 1800 K indicating attraction between those atoms,304

while both Cr-Ti and Cr-W have shown strongly positive SRO parameter values below 1800 K. We305

have not observed any differences in Cr-W pair behaviour in W70Cr30 alloy (Figure 6a) compared to306

alloys containing up to 2 at.% of Ti (Figures 12a-d).307

In Figure 13 structure images for W70Cr29Ti1 alloy at 1000 K, 1400 K and 1800 K have been given.308

It has been observed, that contrary to the behaviour of Y, Ti is not forming Ti-rich clusters even at low309

temperatures. Ti atoms are mostly spread within the W-rich regions, which is consistent with results310

presented in Figure 12b, where it has been shown that the Ti-W pair has negative SRO parameter and311

thus tendency to attract each other.312

In Figure 14 the average SRO parameter values for Cr-W pair in W70Cr30, W70Cr29.5Ti0.5,313

W70Cr29Ti1, W70Cr28.5Ti1.5 and W70Cr28Ti2 alloys have been given. It has been observed that the314

addition of Ti, did not have any significant influence on the ordering of Cr-W pair compared to the315

W70Cr30. The observed ODTT has been the same for all analysed alloys (1700 K) and is agreement with316

the ODTT derived from enthalpies of mixing (Figure 11) and presented in Table 3.317

4.4. Free energy of mixing of derivative Cr-Ti-W alloys.318

In Figure 15 the free energy of mixing, entropy and enthalpy of mixing has been given for319

W70Cr29Ti1 alloy. Entropy contribution to the Fmix has been calculated using the 1st nearest neighbours320

approximation (1NN). A negative value of the free energy of mixing has been observed below 1300 K,321

as low as -40 meV/atom at 1000 K, and positive above 1300 K up to 52 meV/atom at 3000 K.322
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 12. Average short-range order parameters for ternary a) W70Cr29.5Ti0.5, b) W70Cr29Ti1, c)
W70Cr28.5Ti1.5, d) W70Cr28Ti2 and e) WCrTi alloys.

a) b) c)

Figure 13. Structure images obtained from MC for W70Cr29Ti1 alloy at a) 1000 K, b) 1400 K and
c) 1800 K. W (grey), Cr (blue), Ti (green).
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Figure 14. Cr-W average SRO comparison between W70Cr30 and derivative W70Cr(30−x)Tix, for
x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2) alloys.

5. Conclusions323

A DFT-based Cluster Expansion model has been developed for the ternary bcc Cr-W-Y system.324

All binary structures investigated in this system from DFT calculations showed positive enthalpies of325

mixing, with Cr-Y and W-Y pairs being much more positive than Cr-W pairs. Previously developed326

model for quinary Cr-Ta-Ti-V-W system has been used to analyse ternary Cr-Ti-W alloys. Most of the327

Cr-Ti and Ti-W binary structures had negative values of the enthalpy of mixing.328

CE Hamiltion for MC simulations has been developed to analyse the phase stability and the329

short-range ordering in the derivative W70Cr(30−x)Yx (for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2)) alloys. Addition of Y to330

W70Cr30 alloy, even at very low concentrations, resulted in the decrease of the ordering between Cr331

and W by 400 K from 1700 K to 1300 K. Strong tendency towards clustering at elevated temperatures,332

as high as the 1800 K, has been observed for Y atoms in alloys containing at least 1 at.% yttrium.333

Monte-Carlo simulations for derivative ternary W70Cr(30−x)Tix (for x = (0.5; 1; 1.5; 2)) alloys334

based on the previously created Cr-Ta-Ti-V-W system have been carried out to compare the influence335

of the Ti on the ordering in W70Cr30 alloy. The addition of Ti has not shown any influence on the ODTT336

of analysed alloys, as the ODTT for alloys containing between 0.5 at.% and 2 at.% of Ti had ODTT of337

1700 K, same as the W70Cr30 alloy.338

The difference in the ODTT and clustering of the W70Cr29Y1 alloy compared to the W70Cr(30−x)Tix339

alloy can be explained by the nature of interactions between atoms in those alloys. As shown in340

Figure 12, the SRO parameter for Ti-W pair is negative which results in Ti atoms to be present inside341

W-rich regions and it can be observed in Figure 13. The attraction between Ti and W inhibits formation342

of Ti-rich clusters. The SRO parameter is positive for all pairs in Cr-W-Y system, which results in343

separation between Cr-rich, W-rich and Y-rich regions and favors Y-rich clusters formation.344

Our MC simulations showed that for the W70Cr29Y1 alloy the enthalpy of mixing value is positive345

in the whole analysed temperature range. Free energy of mixing has also been derived from the first346

nearest neighbours approximation for the W70Cr29Y1 and W70Cr29Ti1 alloys, at temperatures above347

1000 K. It has been found out, that for the W70Cr29Y1 alloy the Fmix value is positive in the whole348

analysed temperature range, while for the W70Cr29Ti1 the Fmix is negative below 1300 K.349

The results of the present investigations provide an insight enabling for optimizing chemical350

composition of materials for future plasma facing components. The differences between yttrium and351
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Figure 15. Free energy calculations from 1NN approximation for W70Cr29Ti1 alloy.

titanium influence on the Cr-W phase stability may be found helpful for selecting alloying elements352

beyond Ti/Y for PFM. Present study suggests, that highly positive values of the enthalpy of mixing353

between the alloying element and Cr/W, may result in the decrease of the ODTT of studied alloys.354
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